Many, many thanks to the team at Instructure for getting Teacher out to the community. Every opportunity I get to be up earlier than the rest of my family, that meant that I could grade assignments that came in on Monday on Tuesday morning, and be caught up and ready for my week full of meetings and teaching. As an eight-week course, and with a full-time job during the week and little spare time outside of work (tbh, I'd rather hang out with my family than grade all the time), I made the best use of every moment I had. The course I am (was, by the time some of you may be reading this) teaching is Foundations of Online Learning. It needed a redesign, so my focus was on keeping the course as authentic as possible. However, I was still trying to have the best of both worlds: the mobile Canvas experience.

**Highlights**

- Being up earlier than the rest of my family, that meant that I could grade assignments that came in on Monday on Tuesday morning, and be caught up and ready for my week full of meetings and teaching.
- The course I am (was, by the time some of you may be reading this) teaching is Foundations of Online Learning. It needed a redesign, so my focus was on keeping the course as authentic as possible. However, I was still trying to have the best of both worlds: the mobile Canvas experience.

**tl;dr**

- As an eight-week course, and with a full-time job during the week and little spare time outside of work (tbh, I'd rather hang out with my family than grade all the time), I made the best use of every moment I had.
- The course I am (was, by the time some of you may be reading this) teaching is Foundations of Online Learning. It needed a redesign, so my focus was on keeping the course as authentic as possible. However, I was still trying to have the best of both worlds: the mobile Canvas experience.

**Canvas Mobile Users**

Add tags

Thanks for asking, and thanks to Ryan beat me to it, but that is exactly what I was thinking: Standardized audio and video formats (such as .mp3, .mp4, etc.) for both audio and video. If proper formats were known and documented for support in the Teacher app, then teachers could only request those types of files from their students. I would think anything that supports MPEG-4 (audio and/or video) should be supported by the Teacher app. If teachers are going to have to upload large files and you could move around the app or edit a file which has already been uploaded, it would be nice if you could directly download a file.

This happened yesterday. Thanks, Teacher team, for making a product that continues to improve my workflow. Nice, it's good to know that. I never thought about having to give permission for local notifications. Thanks, Apple.

Large files and you could move around the app or edit a file which has already been uploaded. In the next update, you'll be able to view a list of all the files you've submitted. For anyone interested in push notifications in teacher app, we're adding support for the following types, which can be set for comments by you:

- Conversation Message (new conversation message)
- Discussion post (new discussion post in a topic you're subscribed to)
- Discussion (new discussion topic in your course)
- Announcement Created By You (announcements created by you)
- Calendar Event (calendar events that you own and have been invited to)
- Grade Change (grade changes for your students)
- Assignment Due Date (due dates for assignments you own and have been invited to)
- Assignment Published (assignments you own and have been invited to)
- Assignment Announced (announcements for assignments you own and have been invited to)
- Assignment Submitted (assignments you own and have been invited to)

For a complete list of notifications that can be set, see the blog post. Thanks for the feedback! I'll share this with the rest of the team tomorrow. We're in the process of adding push notification support for teacher app, and I bet this is something people will be interested in.

Hey, I do a lot of mixed media assignments, and have to port the file over to Drive (as an example) in order to listen back to it. Not super inconvenient for me, but this is a workaround.

Large files and you could move around the app or edit a file which has already been uploaded. In the next update, you'll be able to view a list of all the files you've submitted. For anyone interested in push notifications in teacher app, we're adding support for the following types, which can be set for comments by you:

- Conversation Message (new conversation message)
- Discussion post (new discussion post in a topic you're subscribed to)
- Discussion (new discussion topic in your course)
- Announcement Created By You (announcements created by you)
- Calendar Event (calendar events that you own and have been invited to)
- Grade Change (grade changes for your students)
- Assignment Due Date (due dates for assignments you own and have been invited to)
- Assignment Published (assignments you own and have been invited to)
- Assignment Announced (announcements for assignments you own and have been invited to)
- Assignment Submitted (assignments you own and have been invited to)

For a complete list of notifications that can be set, see the blog post. Thanks for the feedback! I'll share this with the rest of the team tomorrow. We're in the process of adding push notification support for teacher app, and I bet this is something people will be interested in.

Sorry, I should have included screenshots when I asked the question on canvas-mobile.com. I think that this is something that needs to be addressed.

Growth Mindset Resources

See what students see if that is the option they are using. Students can see the Growth Mindset resources you created and use them to improve their learning experience. These resources can include anything from videos and articles to interactive activities and quizzes.

Hi, I can definitely relate to your whole just-in-time experience (with or without cats). Since my online classes are my full-time teaching job, I'm usually at my desk with regular computer and keyboard, but I know my students are often on the run, trying to squeeze in assignments here and there, so I usually work on my phone and occasionally use the computer. I have found that using the mobile Canvas app is a much more convenient way to grade assignments, because I can do it right when I'm in class or between classes, without having to wait until I get home to do it. It also allows me to grade assignments on the go, so I can get them done quickly and efficiently.
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